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Fletcher v. Peck was the first case in which the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a state law as violating
a provision of the U.S. Constitution. The Court held that the Georgia legislature had violated the contracts clause of
the Constitution, which prohibited a state from making a law that impairs the obligation of contracts .In the early
republic, and over the course of American history as a whole, the Supreme Court has been far more active in
invalidating state laws than in invalidating federal statutes, and over the course of the nineteenth century the
contracts clause was a frequent cause of state law invalidations.
This case arises out of the Yazoo land scandal that embroiled American politics at the turn of the
nineteenth century. In 1795, the Georgia legislature granted a vast territory along the Yazoo River—some 35
million acres making up most of what is now Alabama and Mississippi—to four companies for little more than a
penny per acre. The cheap price was not completely unreasonable, since the land in question was claimed not only
by the state of Georgia but also by Spain, the federal government, and several Indian tribes who in fact occupied it. It
was soon revealed, however, that the entire legislature had been bribed, and its members were turned out in the next
election. The new legislature repealed the grant in 1796, but a large portion of the land had already been resold to
other investors not immediately involved in the original corrupt transaction. The Eleventh Amendment barred
investors from suing the state in federal court to recover the money they paid for the land, and the legislature had
withdrawn jurisdiction from its own courts to hear cases arising from the repeal.
The corruption in Georgia was so large and blatant, and involved so many prominent political leaders, that
it sparked national outrage. Congress called for a federal investigation. Many of those who had bought the land,
rebuffed by the Georgia legislature, turned to Congress with requests for reimbursement for their lost investment.
When Thomas Jefferson assumed the presidency, he appointed a commission to investigate the scandal and favored a
federal bailout of the investors. The most radical Jeffersonians opposed any government assistance to what they took
to be land speculators who were benefiting from a corrupt bargain, but national leaders such as Jefferson and James
Madison were concerned with establishing the principle that democratic governments would respect vested property
rights and with encouraging the settlement of the western frontier. Resolution did not come until 1814, however,
when Congress paid $5 million to acquire the disputed territory and settle all the private legal claims.
The legal effect of Georgia’s repeal on “third-party” investors who had purchased title to the land from
Yazoo or subsequent owners was uncertain. When John Peck of Massachusetts sold 15,000 acres of the Yazoo land
to Robert Fletcher of New Hampshire, Fletcher immediately sued Peck in federal court, arguing that the title to the
land was defective as a consequence of the repeal. Although the suit was probably collusive as the two sides
cooperated in the transaction simply to get a legal opinion from the Supreme Court on the validity of the repeal, the
case quickly attracted top legal and political talent, including the services of future justice Joseph Story, future
president John Quincy Adams, federal constitutional convention delegate Luther Martin, and congressman Robert
Harper. Peck won at trial, and the verdict was appealed to the Supreme Court.
CHIEF JUSTICE MARSHALL delivered the opinion of the court as follows:

....
The question, whether a law be void for its repugnancy to the constitution, is, at all times, a
question of much delicacy, which ought seldom, if ever, to be decided in the affirmative, in a doubtful
case. The court, when impelled by duty to render such a judgment, would be unworthy of its station,
could it be unmindful of the solemn obligations which that station imposes. But it is not on slight
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implication and vague conjecture that the legislature is to be pronounced to have transcended its powers,
and its acts to be considered as void. The opposition between the constitution and the law should be such
that
the
judge
feels
a
clear
and
strong
conviction
of
their
incompatibility with each other. . . .
That corruption should find its way into the governments of our infant republics, and
contaminate the very source of legislation, or that impure motives should contribute to the passage of a
law, or the formation of a legislative contract, are circumstances most deeply to be deplored. How far a
court of justice would, in any case, be competent, on proceedings instituted by the state itself, to vacate a
contract thus formed, and to annul rights acquired, under that contract, by third persons having no notice
of the improper means by which it was obtained, is a question which the court would approach with
much circumspection. It may well be doubted how far the validity of a law depends upon the motives of
its framers, and how far the particular inducements, operating on members of the supreme sovereign
power of a state, to the formation of a contract by that power, are examinable in a court of justice. . . .
It the majority of the legislature be corrupted, it may well be doubted, whether it be within the
province of the judiciary to control their conduct, and, if less than a majority act from impure motives, the
principle by which judicial interference would be regulated, is not clearly discerned.
....
. . . .The legislature of Georgia was a party to this transaction; and for a party to pronounce its
own deed invalid, whatever cause may be assigned for its invalidity, must be considered as a mere act of
power which must find its vindication in a train of reasoning not often heard in courts of justice.
But the real party, it is said, are the people, and when their agents are unfaithful, the acts of those
agents cease to be obligatory.
It is, however, to be recollected that the people can act only by these agents, and that, while
within the powers conferred on them, their acts must be considered as the acts of the people. If the agents
be corrupt, others may be chosen, and, if their contracts be examinable, the common sentiment, as well as
common usage of mankind, points out a mode by which this examination may be made, and their
validity determined.
If the legislature of Georgia was not bound to submit its pretensions to those tribunals which are
established for the security of property, and to decide on human rights, if it might claim to itself the
power of judging in its own case, yet there are certain great principles of justice, whose authority is
universally acknowledged, that ought not to be entirely disregarded.
If the legislature be its own judge in its own case, it would seem equitable that its decision should
be regulated by those rules which would have regulated the decision of a judicial tribunal. The question
was, in its nature, a question of title, and the tribunal which decided it was either acting in the character
of a court of justice, and performing a duty usually assigned to a court, or it was exerting a mere act of
power in which it was controlled only by its own will.
....
. . . . [T]hose who purchased parts of [the granted land] were not stained by that guilt which
infected the original transaction. Their case is not distinguishable from the ordinary case of purchasers of
a legal estate without knowledge of any secret fraud which might have led to the emanation of the
original grant. According to the well known course of equity, their rights could not be affected by such
fraud. Their situation was the same, their title was the same, with that of every other member of the
community who holds land by regular conveyances from the original patentee.
Is the power of the legislature competent to the annihilation of such title, and to a resumption of
the property thus held?
The principle asserted is, that one legislature is competent to repeal any act which a former
legislature was competent to pass; and that one legislature cannot abridge the powers of a succeeding
legislature.
The correctness of this principle, so far as respects general legislation, can never be controverted.
But, if an act be done under a law, a succeeding legislature cannot undo it. The past cannot be recalled by
the most absolute power. Conveyances have been made, those conveyances have vested legal estates,
and, if those estates may be seized by the sovereign authority, still, that they originally vested is a fact,
and cannot cease to be a fact.
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When, then, a law is in its nature a contract, when absolute rights have vested under that
contract, a repeal of the law cannot divest those rights; and the act of annulling them, if legitimate, is
rendered so by a power applicable to the case of every individual in the community.
It may well be doubted whether the nature of society and of government does not prescribe some
limits to the legislative power; and, if any be prescribed, where are they to be found, if the property of an
individual, fairly and honestly acquired, may be seized without compensation.
....
The validity of this rescinding act, then, might well be doubted, were Georgia a single sovereign
power. But Georgia cannot be viewed as a single, unconnected, sovereign power, on whose legislature no
other restrictions are imposed than may be found in its own constitution. She is a part of a large empire;
she is a member of the American union; and that union has a constitution the supremacy of which all
acknowledge, and which imposes limits to the legislatures of the several states, which none claim a right
to pass. The constitution of the United States declares that no state shall pass any bill of attainder, ex post
facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts.
Does the case now under consideration come within this prohibitory section of the constitution?
In considering this very interesting question, we immediately ask ourselves what is a contract? Is
a grant a contract?
....
If, under a fair construction the constitution, grants are comprehended under the term contracts,
is a grant from the state excluded from the operation of the provision? Is the clause to be considered as
inhibiting the state from impairing the obligation of contracts between two individuals, but as excluding
from that inhibition contracts made with itself?
The words themselves contain no such distinction. They are general, and are applicable to
contracts of every description. If contracts made with the state are to be exempted from their operation,
the exception must arise from the character of the contracting party, not from the words which are
employed.
Whatever respect might have been felt for the state sovereignties, it is not to be disguised that the
framers of the constitution viewed, with some apprehension, the violent acts which might grow out of the
feelings of the moment; and that the people of the United States, in adopting that instrument, have
manifested a determination to shield themselves and their property from the effects of those sudden and
strong passions to which men are exposed. The restrictions on the legislative power of the states are
obviously founded in this sentiment; and the constitution of the United States contains what may be
deemed a bill of rights for the people of each state.
....
The state legislatures can pass no ex post facto law. An ex post facto law is one which renders an
act punishable in a manner in which it was not punishable when it was committed. Such a law may inflict
penalties on the person, or may inflict pecuniary penalties which swell the public treasury. The
legislature is then prohibited from passing a law by which a man’s estate, or any part of it, shall be seized
for a crime which was not declared, by some previous law, to render him liable to that punishment. Why,
then, should violence be done to the natural meaning of words for the purpose of leaving to the
legislature the power of seizing, for public use, the estate of an individual in the form of a law annulling
the title by which he holds that estate? The court can perceive no sufficient grounds for making this
distinction. . . .
Judgment affirmed with costs.
JUSTICE JOHNSON, dissenting
In this case I entertain, on two points, an opinion different from that which has been delivered by
the court.
I do not hesitate to declare that a state does not possess the power of revoking its own grants. But
I do it on a general principle, on the reason and nature of things: a principle which will impose laws even
on the deity.
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A contrary opinion can only be maintained upon the ground that no existing legislature can
abridge the powers of those which will succeed it. To a certain extent this is certainly correct; but the
distinction lies between power and interest, the right of jurisdiction and the right of soil.
. . . . When the legislature have once conveyed their interest or property in any subject to the
individual, they have lost all control over it; have nothing to act upon; it has passed from them; is vested
in the individual; becomes intimately blended with his existence, as essentially so as the blood that
circulates through his system. The government may indeed demand of him the one or the other, not
because they are not his, but because whatever is his is his country’s.
As to the idea, that the grants of a legislature may be void because the legislature are corrupt, it
appears to me to be subject to insuperable difficulties. The acts of the supreme power of a country must
be considered pure for the same reason that all sovereign acts must be considered just; because there is no
power that can declare them otherwise. The absurdity in this case would have been strikingly perceived,
could the party who passed the act of cession have got again into power, and declared themselves pure,
and the intermediate legislature corrupt.
The security of a people against the misconduct of their rulers, must lie in the frequent recurrence
to first principles, and the imposition of adequate constitutional restrictions. . . .
. . . [M]y opinion on this point is not founded on the provision in the constitution of the United
States, relative to laws impairing the obligation of contracts. It is much to be regretted that words of less
equivocal signification, had not been adopted in that article of the constitution. There is reason to believe,
from the letters of Publius [The Federalist Papers], which are well known to be entitled to the highest
respect, that the object of the convention was to afford a general protection to individual rights against
the acts of the state legislatures. Whether the words, “acts impairing the obligation of contracts,” can be
construed to have the same force as must have been given to the words “obligation and effect of
contracts,” is the difficulty in my mind.
. . . . But the difficulty arises on the word “obligation,” which certainly imports an existing moral
or physical necessity. Now a grant or conveyance by no means necessarily implies the continuance of an
obligation beyond the moment of executing it. . . .
I enter with great hesitation upon this question, because it involves a subject of the greatest
delicacy and much difficulty. The states and the United States are continually legislating on the subject of
contracts, prescribing the mode of authentication, the time within which suits shall be prosecuted for
them, in many cases affecting existing contracts by the laws which they pass, and declaring them to cease
or lose their effect for want of compliance, in the parties, with such statutory provisions. All these acts
appear to be within the most correct limits of legislative powers, and most beneficially exercised, and
certainly could not have been intended to be affected by this constitutional provision; yet where to draw
the line, or how to define or limit the words, “obligation of contracts,” will be found a subject of extreme
difficulty.
To give it the general effect of a restriction of the state powers in favor of private rights, is
certainly going very far beyond the obvious and necessary import of the words, and would operate to
restrict the states in the exercise of that right which every community must exercise, of possessing itself of
the property of the individual, when necessary for public uses; a right which a magnanimous and just
government will never exercise without amply indemnifying the individual, and which perhaps amounts
to
nothing
more
than
a
power
to
oblige
him
to
sell
and.
convey, when the public necessities require it.
....
I have been very unwilling to proceed to the decision of this cause at all. It appears to me to bear
strong evidence, upon the face of it, of being a mere feigned case. It is our duty to decide on the rights,
but not on the speculations of parties. My confidence, however, in the respectable gentlemen who have
been engaged for the parties, has induced me to abandon my scruples, in the belief that they would never
consent to impose a mere feigned case upon this court.
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